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DMX–R100 Automation demystified
When faced with the task of understanding an automation system on any console, most
users have a fear of the machine taking over their mix. The significant factor of the
design of the DMX-R100 is that you are always in control. There are a few steps to
understanding the process of how it can be used to enhance your production process.
This document explains these steps and should be used as a supplement to the operational manual.
Nearly all the controls on the DMX–R100 can be dynamically automated. These include
all faders, pans, cuts, Aux send, EQ parameters & in/out buttons, Dynamics parameters
& in/out buttons, trim, Buss1-8 and Main L,R.
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Creating a new title
It is important to create a new title before you start a mix as this is where the automation
and snapshot data is stored. It is also very important before you start a new title to
make sure that any previous data is removed from the automation ram, otherwise your
mix can revert back to the previous title settings when the automation is turned on.
The best way to do this, is to clear the current title which resets the console to a default
factory pre-set or to load a title you have already created as your set-up with all controls
reset to zero.
To clear the title, select the
SYSTEM/TITLE MANAGER
page and select the current
title CLEAR button. A pop up
menu asks you to confirm that
you wish to clear current title.
Select YES. The console will
now reset all controls to a
default zero position and clear
the automation ram.
If you are in a situation where
you already have a balance
set-up, but are not sure if you
still have automation data in
the mix ram buffer, then you
do NOT want to clear the title
as your mix balance will be lost. In this case you need to use the MAKE STATIC function to leave all the controls where they are and just remove the automation data from
the ram buffer. The procedure is as follows:
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Select the AUTOMATION
page on the control screen
There are two tabs marked
AUTOMATION ISOLATE
and MAKE STATIC
Select MAKE STATIC
Select the button ALL ON
This will highlight all the
channel buttons to GREEN
Select the MAKE STATIC
EXECUTE button
A message will appear to
confirm that you want to
erase all automation data.
Select YES
All the controls will remain in
their current position and the
automation ram will be
empty ready for you to start
writing new moves.

To create a new title select the SYSTEM/TITLE MANAGER window, highlight the next
available title number and select SAVE. A new title will be created with the name
UNTITLED. If this is done without resetting the console first, the new title will be given
the same name as the current title. To name the title, touch the name so that it shows a
yellow highlight and then select KEYBOARD to bring up the on-screen qwerty keys.
Now select SAVE to save the current set-up into that title. You are now ready to start
mixing.
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Time Code
The dynamic automation must have a reference time code either from the LTC external
input, MIDI TC or TC generator in the console. This is set-up in the SYSTEM/SYNC
TIMECODE window.
In the Time code reader area
select the time code frame rate
to the desired setting (25, 30df,
29.9ndf, 30ndf, 29.9df). Check
that the Source is set to TIME
CODE IN.
If the internal time code generator is required select the Source
button to TC GENERATOR. In
the Time code generator area
set the mode selection to EMULATE MTR .

On the MACHINE CONTROL
page select machine 1 to TC
GEN. This will then allow control of the time code generator
on the machine remotes to
operate like a tape machine
with locates etc.

Once you have set-up the correct mode the TC display in the top right hand corner of
the screen should display the code running without the TC ERROR being displayed
when in play.
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Setting automation drop out states
Before you start to automate, the drop out state
needs to be set. This is because, when you
write an automated move (on a fader for example) at the point when you drop out of record,
you have the choice of how the fader behaves.
There are four different options which can be
selected on the AUTOMATION page in the
AUTO RETURN TIME section. The four
choices are:
1. BUTT:
Jumps back to the previous position
2. RAMP:
Smooth transition set in frames using the
arrows
3. HOLD TO NEXT:
Writes the current position until a previous
move is reached later in the title, then it will
jump to that.
4. HOLD TO END:
Writes the current position at the drop out
point to the end of the title.
The first time you automate an object, at the point where you drop out, the object will
stay in that position til the end of the title, behaving as if the mode was set to HOLD TO
END, as this is default mode for the first pass.
As an example, if a fader set to 0 dB is dropped into record at 1:00 min and moved
down to –20 dB and dropped out by letting go of the fader at 1:30 min, it will remain at
–20 dB for the rest of the title. If you locate back to 1:00 min and play, your fader will
play back the automated move and after 1:30 min, continue to remain at the –20 dB
position. This is known as your first pass. With the time code still playing, you now move
the fader to –30 dB and continue to hold until 1:50 min, then you drop out by letting go
of the fader. The mode which you have set your drop out state to be will now act on the
fader. So, if set to BUTT mode, the fader will jump back to –20 dB. This is know as the
second pass and all subsequent passes will act in this way.
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Starting to automate
The first thing to understand is that the console knows where all the controls are positioned so there is no need necessarily to make a write pass on all the controls, however
many operators prefer to write an initial pass on the faders which can be done if
required.
The simple way to think about the automation is very much like putting tracks into ready
record on a multitrack machine. You would only enable the tracks you want to record
on, and then at the correct point in the title you drop those tracks into record and further
down the title you drop out again. In exactly the same way you ready enable the controls you want to write your moves on, drop into record at the appropriate place in the
song write your moves, and drop out again.
So your first step is to set-up your mix to the point where you are happy with the balance and ready to write moves on selected controls. This is known as a static balance.
It is worth saving your title at this point for safety. This is done by selecting the SYSTEM/TITLE MANAGER screen and making sure the current title you are working on is
highlighted. Then select the SAVE button. This has now stored your current set-up to
disk.
To enable any control into write mode you need
to first select either ABS (Absolute) or TRIM
mode on the TC Automation panel.
Absolute mode writes the actual position of a
control against a running time code. If used on a
object that has had previous moves written on it,
when in record, these moves will be replaced by
the new moves until you drop out, very much like
a tape machine.
Trim mode updates automated moves with a
new relative level change but does not destroy
any previous moves made on that object.
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For most automation moves ABS mode is required. Once selected you will see the
automation mode lit up in Red at the top of the screen.

If selected to TRIM it would be shown in Green. This is displaying the current status of
the automation system so that any controls now set to ready record will be set in the
state indicated.
Now, the objects to be set to ready record have to be enabled. This can only be done
when the time code is not running.
Select the button on the touch screen marked READY SETUP next to the auto mode
indicator. This will now light up orange. You have now put the console into a set-up
mode allowing controls to be ready enabled.
There are 4 ways to ready controls.
• The WRITE button
Selecting the WRITE button on the channel strip enables all
objects that can be dynamically automated to be set to
ready on that channel. The red LED at the top of the button
will now be flashing indicating that controls on that channel
are in the ready state. Selecting the WRITE button again
will de-select them from their ready state.

• Faders
Alternatively the faders can be ready enabled by touching the fader momentarily,
touch again and it will be disabled. By viewing the CHANNEL screen you will see
that the channel fader on the screen now shows it’s dB value in yellow. This indicates it is in ready record. The WRITE button LED indicator will be flashing red
again to show that at least one object in the channel is ready enabled.
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• Buttons and knobs
All cut and IN buttons can be
individually set to ready enable by pressing once. You
will see on the CHANNEL
screen that the indicator for
that control now has a yellow
line below it. Press again and
it will be disabled. For any of
the rotary knobs in the ready
set-up mode, turning the
control clockwise enables it in
a ready state and anti-clockwise disables it. On the
CHANNEL screen the value
of that control will change
from green to yellow to indicate that it has been ready
enabled.
•Fast enable of sections
Enabling of objects across all
channels in sections of the
channel can be achieved by
the following procedure. Next
to the READY SETUP button at
the top of the screen there is a
button labelled OPTIONS. By
selecting this you will see a pop
down of all the objects that can
be ready enabled.
Select ALL FADERS. This has
now put all the channel faders
1-48 into ready. All the WRITE
buttons above the access
button will now be flashing
indicating that something in the
channel is in a ready state. Repeat this procedure to enable other objects such as all
cuts, all pans etc. To de-select you need to select CANCEL ALL which will take all
objects on the console out of ready record mode.
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Writing automated moves
Absolute mode
Now you are ready to automate, lets start with writing some moves on the channel
faders. You have to leave the READY SETUP state before you can write moves which
can be done by touching it on the screen again, or by pressing play on the machine
remote control. Now time code should be playing in the TC display. At this point you
have three choices:
1. Record moves on individual channels by simply keeping you finger on the appropriate faders which are touch sensitive and moving them when required
2. Selecting the MASTER DROP IN button at the bottom of the
screen which will drop all objects in the ready state into record.
3. Selecting the WRITE button at the top of the channel strip which
will drop any objects in ready, to record just for that channel.
Play the tape or time code from the top of the song and start to move faders at the
desired points. At any time you can select locate or rewind. It is not necessary to play to
the end of the title. You will notice that the WRITE LED at the top of each fader is solid
when you make moves on the fader and flashing when you take your finger off. This is
the equivalent of dropping in and out of record. As soon as you rewind and play the
tape back past a point where the moves have been written they will play back exactly as
you wrote them. You can continue to rewind and play at any point in the song updating
moves in the same way. Remember that in ABS if you keep your finger on the fader it
will record that position even if you don’t move the fader but as soon as you let go it will
play back any further moves down the song.
At any time, automated objects can be de-selected from ready record mode putting
them into playback only. Any moves that have been written will not be accidentally
erased whilst further moves are made on other objects.

Write Hold
At the bottom of the OPTION drop down menu there is a selection
called WRITE HOLD. By selecting this mode, any objects in automation
record will not automatically be dropped out when machine control or
code is in stop, REW or FWD. The only way to drop out is to press the
MASTER DROP IN button on the screen or the WRITE button on the
channel. Care must be taken in this mode as you can accidentally
erase moves you have just written by rewinding and playing and not
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realising that the automation has not dropped out. The main purpose of this function is
to allow the user to pause for some thinking time by pressing stop but not actually drop
out of record. When in this mode the word HOLD will be displayed in the OPTION box
at the top of the screen.

TRIM mode
All of your automation can be written in ABS mode, however if you find that later in your
mix, although the moves are correct, the overall level could be louder or quieter, you
can use the TRIM function to correct this. Ready the desired objects, for example the
fader, in TRIM mode and play the time code. Once set to trim, a fader will physically
play back it’s fader moves as it did in ABS. However, once you drop into record it will
stop moving and only represent any changes by audio only. Move the fader up 2db and
keep your finger on the fader until you reach the point in the title where you wish it to
return to it’s original level. Now
rewind and play. The fader will now
playback all the original moves
made in ABS but also have the 2db
level increase as well, until the
point where you dropped out. At this point it will jump back to the previous level.
It is not possible to select any alternative drop out state as you can in ABS mode. All
objects in trim will drop out as though they have been set to HOLD TO NEXT which is
the default state of TRIM mode. If a trim is required for the whole song, the tape must
be played for the duration of the song to record it.
As with Absolute, TRIM can be set on all of the automatable objects.

Writing on other controls
All other controls (such as cuts, pans, EQ, dynamics, Aux sends etc) are not touch
sensitive so do require you, once set in ready ABS or TRIM, to drop into record using
the MASTER DROP IN button on the screen or the WRITE button at the top of the
channel strip. All other operations are exactly the same as described above.
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Undo (A/B buffer)
Whenever you are creating successive passes of
automation data, it is possible to set-up a level of
UNDO so that you can instantly return to the
previous pass if you are dissatisfied with the new
data you have just added. This is available as
part of the A/B buffer function. On the TC AUTOMATION section of the panel there are two buttons marked A and B. All of the automation data
that you have written so far has been stored in
the A buffer as this is the default.

On the AUTOMATION page of the touch screen
there is a choice of A/B BUFFER Rotation. This is
where you can define how the undo function operates. By default it is set to MANUAL. This allows you
to control if automation data is stored in A or B.

On the panel hold down the A button until the Green LED flashes. Now press B. This
has copied the data in A to B. Now select A again and continue to write automation
moves. Now when you select B and play back the tape it will playback the moves one
pass before the moves recorded in the A buffer, giving you the option to go back to the
previous moves. You would need to repeat the A/B copy every time you made a new
pass to continue to have this undo to the previous pass.
To enable this to be an automatic process you can select the AUTO mode on the AUTOMATION page. When set to auto, the data recorded in one buffer is automatically
copied into the other buffer when the stop or locate button is pressed or incoming time
code is interrupted. This allows you to have a single level of UNDO for each automation
pass.
For example, if you set the A/B rotation to AUTO and select the A buffer and write an
automation pass on some controls and locate back and play you will notice that the B
button LED will now be lit and the A button LED goes out. Any moves now made while B
is lit will be recorded on the B buffer . Once stop or locate is pressed it will switch back
to A again and so on.
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CAUTION:
The A/ B switching is only based on the tape or code
stopping and not on you dropping into record, so if you
just played back the tape and locate twice without writing any new moves the two buffers would now have the
same data and there would be no level of UNDO. To
prevent this, you should use the SAFE button. With this
selected neither of the A/B buffers will be overwritten,
allowing you to play back the tape as many time as you
like and retain a level of UNDO until you decide to write some new moves. At this point
you must turn the safe button off again otherwise your new moves will not be written in
either of the buffers.
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Automation Isolate and Make Static
Automation Isolate
Automation isolate allows you to temporarily disable automation playback on an automated object without losing the moves. This can be set on the AUTOMATION page.
There are two ways you can isolate:
1) Select a channel number, which will isolate all objects in that channel (button will
turn green). This will now give you total manual control of all parameters, even if
they previously had dynamic information. When deselected, all objects with dynamic
(automated) information will revert to previous positions once time code is played.
Please note – all static information that has been changed will not revert to before
isolation was selected.
2) Select a function (e.g. fader or pan), which will isolate that function for all channels,
globally across the console
NOTE: It is not possible to select a function (e.g. EQ and Filters) for just one channel.
For example, if Channel 1 and EQ/FIL are selected, this will isolate all of the automated
information for Channel 1 and isolate all EQ/FIL functions across the console.
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Make Static
Unlike automation isolate, which temporarily ‘frees’a dynamic object, MAKE STATIC
enables you to delete automation data. This can only be used for whole channels. In
the MAKE STATIC section of the AUTOMATION page, select the channels for which
you want to erase all automation data (a quick way of selecting and deselecting all
channels is to use the ALL SEL and ALL DES buttons provided). Press the EXECUTE
button, the console will now ask you to confirm that you want to erase the data. Once
made static, this will leave the channel with all its current set function positions, ready
for further changes.
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Saving your mix
It is essential that you save your mix. All static and dynamic settings are stored as part
of the SAVE TITLE operation on the TITLE MANAGER screen. If you do not save your
title all your settings and automated moves will be lost if another title is loaded. If the
power is lost, when re booted the console will default back to the last saved title. Saving
a snapshot will only store the static settings of all the controls so will not keep the dynamic moves as well.
There is a KEEP function available on the console by pressing the title button at the top
of the screen. This is NOT the correct way to save your mix. This is used simply as a
temporary scratch pad save and is only stored in RAM. This is not permanent and
should be avoided.
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